Panzerfaust Interview with Order Member Bruce Pierce 
Panzerfaust: What are the facts of the case? Or what can you tell us about the case before the appeals court in Denver, Colorado?

Bruce Pierce: In 1983 Congress passed a law effective 11, 1987 mandating that the parole commission set all prisoners sentenced on or before1987 release dates within their guidelines by 11, 1992. According to the law we no longer have sentences of years imposed by the court, but we have specific guidelines for each offense. This law removed the discretion and abuse by the Parole Commission who had been taking men outside their applicable guidelines in order to maintain their own job security. In essence, earning blood money at our expense, so they could keep their jobs. Every Order member, as well as every other notable P.O.W, sentenced to federal prison before 11, 1987 should have been released years ago, it is only the evil greed and unimaginable selfishness of the parole commission that has kept us in prison long past our guidelines. We are now waiting for the decisions of the appellate court where, God willing, we hope we will get the justice so long denied us.

PF: Has the government employed any other “dirty tricks” in your case?

BCP:: Government attorneys deliberately ignore the truth and confuse the facts in an effort to hide the culpability of the parole commission. They’re not seeking the truth of the matter, its victory at all costs. Yes, they make every effort and attempt they can to employ dirty tricks. 

PF: How confident are you in winning your case?

BCP:: According to the merits of our case there should be no question; we should win. Will we? God alone knows the future. Still our chances are excellent.

PF: What kind of preparatory work was done before the lawyers became involved?

BCP:: All the work was done by me in here at Leavenworth long before the attorneys became involved. 

PF: Tell us a little about your prison experience so far.

BCP:: March 28th, of this year will mark the beginning of my twentieth year in prison. Like the rest of the Order, or Bruderschweigen, I had never been in prison before, nor had any run-ins with the law beyond minor traffic violations. Prison is still a foreign environment to me. We are not here for selfish motivations as so many, nor for robbing or stealing for personal greed. We stood and yet stand for the principles and ideals of God and Race.

PF: What are some important things that white racial activists should learn and do?

BCP:: First, it is my opinion that direct, violent action against the enemies of God and Race will at this time lead only to the loss of our good men and women to prison or the morgue, especially in today’s climate of terrorism. What then can an activist do? Present the case of our cause in the most intelligent and noble fashion possible, be it word or deed. Additionally, if we do not possess and demonstrate character in all we say and do, we cannot possibly hope to win. Or, having won, maintain any gain we have made. Character is the foundation of success. We must cease in engaging in slander and gossip against others in the movement because it invites dissent and dissenters to infect our ranks and lower the moral tone and it tends to spread disrespect both within and without our movement, weakening us to the wiles and intrigues of our enemies.

PF: Now how should we deal with a movement group who knowingly hires and promotes those who have helped the government imprison our people?

BCP:: While a movement group may not share the exact same beliefs as we do, they are working for some of the same objectives we are. So let us first employ patience, as we carefully investigate the facts of the matter, perhaps the facts remain hidden from even them. Reluctantly, we should remove ourselves from their company only after we have made our sincerest full-faith efforts. When and if they divest themselves of the transgressor we should welcome them back with open arms. 

PF: What is your opinion on groups and organizations in general?

BCP:: While I agree that some join groups and organizations in order to lift their self-esteem and confidence – which is normal and natural and has been happening since the dawn of time, I don’t believe most join for those reasons. The implied reason one joins is to pool their resources and multiply their efforts in achieving a common objective. However, in the movement now, it does seem that folks are joining social organizations to meet and greet rather than striving for that common objective. Don’t be confused by drinking and partying and the like, or what one does in their spare time to relax after the work of our Cause has been accomplished. We do not supplant our responsibilities to the cause. To meet our objectives will require sacrifice. And too few are willing to sacrifice in a society based on materialism and hedonism. We must re-examine our standards to determine what is worthy of esteem and honor. The principles of duty, nobility, sacrifice, courage, honor, dignity and character must again become those qualities we wish to possess and emulate. Without these attributes we cannot win, and all that remains is a wretched existence of compromise until our demise. I want to take this opportunity to thank Panzerfaust, and Anthony Pierpont in particular for his loyal support and tireless efforts in raising funds to hire the attorneys who represent us. Anthony has become a close personal friend as well, who has earned my eternal support and respect in return. But we still have a need for additional financial assistance for legal costs. Anthony, though Herculean in his efforts cannot carry the burden alone. I need, the Order desperately needs, your financial contributions. Please send what you can to Panzerfaust, it could make the difference between victory and defeat. Lastly, please locate our website at www.FreetheOrder.net using the aids there to contact the congressmen and senators on our behalf. If you have any questions please contact me at:

Bruce C. Pierce
#04181085
P.O. Box 1000
Leavenworth, KS 66048-1000
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